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File Under: Deep House 
 
London, UK, 2014 – With his sinnmusik* debut receiving support from the likes of Laurent 
Garnier, John Digweed, Joyce Muniz and Shadow Child, label favourite Georgi Barrel 
returns with another batch of dusty samples and deep, infectious House grooves. 
 
Listen:  http://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik-1/sets/sm014 
 
The title track opens things up with full and rounded low-end bubbling under a rich 
entanglement of crowd noise and soft, rotating sample loops while a healthy selection of 
real instruments maintain a soft and soulful tone throughout. 
 
First up on remix duties is Frits Wentink - following up releases on Wolf Music and 20:20 
Vision, the Dutch native bolsters Late Nite Foray and tucks it into a tighter, more forceful 
swing using mangled percussive whacks and sportive synth lines to suit it perfectly for 
brimful dancefloors. 
Next up is Denmark based Desos. With releases on his own Deso Records and Berlin’s 
Rawax, his Late Nite Foray revision blends course hats and softened synth tones with 
resistless and effective bass sequencing. 
 
‘Lonely Game’ closes up with some arresting vocal snippets and circling synth patterns. A 
spearing bass stab sits below shuffling hats and a glowing horn sample that puts Georgi’s 
hefty vinyl collection to good use. 
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First Reactions: 
 
Laurent Garnier   
“Another superb Ep from mister Barrel Great stuff - full support again” 
 
Nick Warren  
“lovely original” 
 
Dubfire   
“cool stuff ,thanks!” 
 
Tensnake   
“really like the original, and Frits Wentink remix as well!” 
 
Isaac Tichauer  
“Fantastic release.” 
 
Mihalis Safras  
“desos remix is so bloody coool” 
 
Terrence Pearce  
“fantastic package,all amazing, thanks” 
 
KYODAI  
“Desos remix is nice !” 
 
Tom Novy 
“Frits Wendtink Remix is hugee!” 
 
Ahmad 'maDJam' Ajam  
“Frits Wentink remix & Lonely game are smooth tunes thanks” 
 
JESSE ROSE 
“i think frits mix is the weirdest thing i've ever heard and i like it.” 
 
Kevin Over 
“I FREAKIN LOVE FRITS WENTINK! LOVE!” 
 
Animal Trainer 
“Frits Wentink's Remix of Late Nite Foray & Original of Lonely Game are excellent :-)" 
 
Ante Perry 
“Desos mix and lonely game for me” 
 
M.in 
“cool ep! very special” 
 
TOCADISCO 
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“great vibe” 
 
 
Robbie Akbal  
“Late Nite original and Desos remix for me!” 
 
Sam Divine 
“Nice vibes here!” 
 
Orde Meikle 
“Strong release - nice mixes - thanks guys - cheers” 
 
Carlos Sanchez 
“Desos remix is great! thanks” 
 
Funkwerkstatt 
“Superb deep. love it!” 
 
Mia Dora  
“Frits Wentink remix is nuts, will definitely play out” 
 
B Traits (BBC Radio 1)  
“Nice” 
 
DjFoster   
“Banger ;)” 
 
Jay Scarlett  
“Frits Wentink bring this release into perspective with a great remix!” 
 
Jochem Hamerling   
“awesome release! not sure which track i like best yet” 
 
dMIT.RY  
“Frits killed it again with the jazzy approach to the remix. Smooth ep, perfect for my bar gigs 
here in Prague.” 
 
Robdabank  
“classy!” 
 
cH!co  
“Frits does it for me on this” 
 
Jepe  
“quality here. nice pack of good stuff” 
 
Nowakowski  
“I'm really feeling both of the originals here! Interesting stuff!” 
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Benoit C  
“cool ep” 
 
Aurélien Bonvoisin  
“Another classy house number, Lonely Game is stunning! Chill atmosphere and great pads, 
really into it.” 
 
Rompa aka Daddy Nature  
“Decent” 
 
Giom    
“Lonely game is ace, thanks guys” 
 
Liar   
“lonely game 4 me, reminds me of Moby, awesome” 
 
Mathieu Schreyer  (kcrw los angeles)  
“hell yea! some bruk goodness” 
 
Maksymilian Galasiewicz  
“Lonely Game and Frits Wentink (!) Remix for me, big thanks, gonna play!” 
 
Wannabeats   
“Solid Groove!”  
 
 
Tunde Adams  
“full support for Georgi. love this vibe :)))” 
 
Ben Starr  
“all very nice” 
 
Will Thomson  
“really digging late nite foray - banging track and when that sax comes in thats really 
something special. Love the Frits Wentink remix too. Lonely game is a great closer. good 
stuff all round.” 
 
 
Laurent N   
“Superb House release where all is nice for me. Will play & SUPPORT.” 
 
Leri Ahel (Mutant disco radio show)   
“Both original versions for me. Solid release.” 
 
DJ Ionik  
“Lonely Game is sizzling.” 
 
Tom Shorterz (Rinse FM)  
“Nice jam !!!” 
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